
HOW TO WRITE ALESSANDRO VOLTA IN URDU WIKIPEDIA

Alessandro Giuseppe Antonio Anastasio Volta was an Italian physicist, chemist, and pioneer of . Defining and
Measuring Nature: The Make of All Things.

The chemical reactions in this voltaic cell are as follows: Zinc:. He also boldly corresponded with many of the
leading scientists of the day. In when he was just 18 years old, he corresponded with the eminent French
physicist and electrical experimenter, the Abbe Antoine Nollet in Paris. In he was appointed to the post of
professor of experimental physics at the University of Pavia. Indeed he lived his last years in great luxury until
his death in Como on the 5th May at the age of  In many of these letters he showed a considerable degree of
insight into the phenomenon of electricity that was just beginning to be understood. What did Alessandro
Volta invent? He was so impressed that he gave Volta a substantial salary to carry on with his experiments and
investigations. When a current is applied to the conductor to be coated, metal ions in solution are reduced onto
the electrode to form a thin layer. This makes the zinc rod the negative electrode and the copper rod the
positive electrode. A museum in Como, the Voltian Temple, has been built in his honor and exhibits some of
the original equipment he used to conduct experiments. Volta realised that the frog's leg served as both a
conductor of electricity what we would now call an electrolyte and as a detector of electricity. In , Volta
married an aristocratic lady also from Como, Teresa Peregrini, with whom he raised three sons: Zanino,
Flaminio, and Luigi. Volta discovers methane At this time in history electricity and chemistry were considered
to be very closely related. In , at the time Alessandro Volta invented the battery , he was a professor of physics
at the University of Pavia, in Italy. Englishman John Wright discovered potassium cyanide could be used as an
electrolyte to electroplate gold and silver. They re-opened the University and Volta's position as professor was
re-instated. The older son was also elected mayor of Como. Thus, there are two terminals, and an electric
current will flow if they are connected. He discovered that when an electrical discharge occurred near a frog's
leg whilst it was being dissected, the discharge made its leg twitch. However as he undertook further
experiments he became more convinced that the electricity was being generated by the two dissimilar metals
separated by a solution such as brine. He replaced the frog's leg with brine-soaked paper, and detected the flow
of electricity by other means familiar to him from his previous studies. A simple and reliable source of electric
current that did not need to be recharged like the Leyden jar , his invention quickly led to a new wave of
electrical experiments. This visit proved a triumph for Volta, reinforcing his already well known position in
the scientific community. The positively charged hydrogen ions protons capture electrons from the copper,
forming bubbles of hydrogen gas, H2. The upper metal plate was then removed and the upper surface of the
resin was charged by friction. It was during this period that a friend named Giulio Cesare Gattoni provided
books and guidance to help his study of electricity. His father, Filippo Volta, was of noble lineage. Later he
wrote to Giovanni Battista Beccaria, professor of physics at the University of Turin and the foremost Italian
experimenter in electrostatics. One was a Dominican, one a canon, and the other was an archdeacon. Around
he began to study " animal electricity ". In honor of his work in the field of electricity, Napoleon Bonaparte
made him a count in  Volta became professor of physics at the Royal School of Como in  She has taught
science courses at the high school, college, and graduate levels. Volta himself performed many experiments to
investigate the phenomenon further. This contraption was surprisingly effective firing a lead ball and denting
wood at a distance of 5 metres.


